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In California, a well know restaurant chain was recently subject to an $8
million jury verdict for retaliation and wrongful termination largely based on a
spoiled internal investigation. Since the start of the “Times Up” and “Me Too”
movements, there has also been a bright spotlight focused on the sexual
harassment and gender-based wage disparities. 
Now more than ever, California employers must invest in the human resource
function. Employers must properly train managers not just on the minimum
legal obligations in the workplace, but also on the importance of timely
reporting of workplace concerns, conducting investigations, and the
preservation of possible evidence. 
In the fast food giant case, the jury found the employer had fired the plaintiff in
retaliation for her filing a worker’s compensation claim. It also found the
employer falsely accused the plaintiff of stealing money to disguise the
unlawful motive. At the core of the employer’s liability were missteps in its
internal investigation regarding the plaintiff’s alleged stealing.  
How can employers avoid missteps in their internal investigations? An
employer should have a system to preserve evidence when claims arise.
First, take appropriate steps to preserve evidence. The employer’s
surveillance camera automatically taped over itself after 45 days and the
footage of the plaintiff allegedly pocketing $636 was lost. Evidence may be on
cell phones, in emails, in forensic data from a computer, or, as in this case, on
a surveillance video. Do not wait until litigation is filed and rely on your
attorneys to gather all of the documentation after-the-fact. Management
should be trained to preserve evidence when claims arise. 

Avoid the $8 Million Jury Verdict: 
Employers Can Minimize Large Jury Verdicts by 

Preserving Evidence, Conducting Investigations and Making Timely Decisions

Second, timing is key. The timing of employment decisions can have major
consequences. Here, the employer took too long to make its decision. Not
only do companies have to act thoroughly, they must act timely in making
decisions related to employee misconduct.
Finally, know when to ask for help.  To avoid potentially costly blunders, any
difficult employment investigation should be conducted and reviewed by
experienced human resource professionals with direction from experienced
California employment counsel. 

By Jonathan A. Siegel, Principal, Jackson Lewis P.C.

Jonathan A. Siegel is a Principal in the Or-
ange County, California, office of Jackson
Lewis P.C. and provides advice and counsel
regarding labor and employment law with re-
spect to various issues ranging from wage
and hour law, reduction in force, WARN Act,
discipline, leave management and harass-
ment and discrimination issues. Mr. Siegel de-
fends employers regarding different varieties
of wrongful termination and discrimination
claims. He can be reached at
Jonathan.Siegel@jacksonlewis.com
or (949)885-1362
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Just like at the ice cream parlor, employee recognition comes in many flavors,
from most to least desirable. There’s recognition for good work (chocolate –
yum!), not-so-good work (bubble gum – ugh!), and downright disasters (garlic –
ick!). The not-so-good and the disasters tend to melt away on their own. But how
can you recognize the good work beyond offering chocolate every time something
positive happens?

To compete for high-performing employees, companies are crafting non-cash
recognition programs, in effect, their own 31 flavors. But just any flavor won’t do! A
successful program must have rules and goals – identifying the achievements and
behaviors that should be recognized, how and when rewards will be presented.
The recognition program should also reach employees who get the job done
every day, not just the high-profile performers.

With the rules and goals defined, get creative with your rewards menu and
determine your favorite flavors:

u Temporarily rename a conference room after an employee or team.

u Create a brag board in the lunch room that lets employees post brags about
others or themselves.

u Send a thank-you eCard to an employee; an unexpected “treat” at their
morning login.

u Create an employee holiday, such as Accounting is Awesome Day.

u Go “Old School” and say “thanks” when you see something collaborative
happening, skip the campy high fives through.

These are a few ideas to start building your own 31 flavors of recognition! Don’t
forget the most important part–recognition doesn’t need six scoops or sprinkles, it
just needs to happen. Your employees will appreciate acknowledgment of their
efforts. Chocolate is good AND a cherry on top … fantastic!

31 Flavors!
Kathi Guiney, GPHR, SPHR, SCP, President YES! Your Human Resources Solution
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Taste is a high quality catering & event planning
company with an emphasis on corporate lunch delivery,
special events, and weddings. We arrive on time with
flavorful food that will satisfy the CEO and CFO alike. 

On average we deliver over 40 corporate lunches with
happy, longtime customers across various industry groups every day. Our menu
ranges from individualized box lunches to a variety of buffet style meals. Not only
do we offer a variety of delicious food, most of our buffets can be prepared gluten
free. Have an allergy? Not a problem, just let us know what you are allergic to and
we can either steer you in the right direction or remove that food. This is the same
for all vegetarians and vegans. Our grilled vegetable platter is a fan favorite. 

When you are ready to order, please call or email at least 24 hours ahead of time
to ensure we are able to deliver. Our office is open Monday through Friday to take
orders, but our kitchen is open seven days a week.

Taste 
949-215-7373
Taste@TasteCatering.us
TasteCatering.us

Taste the Difference in Taste Catering
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The administration’s “Buy American, Hire American” policies has led to increased
scrutiny and denial of some of the most common visa petitions companies file for
their foreign-born workers. A report issued by the National Foundation for Ameri-
can Policy, which analyzed data released by United States Citizenship and Immi-
gration Services (USCIS), found a 300 percent increase in “Requests for
Evidence” between the third and fourth quarters of fiscal year 2017, as well as an
increase in denials by 41 percent over the same period. Ultimately, this means the
administration is making it more difficult for companies to hire foreign workers (al-
though highly educated and skilled). Based on the current administration’s policies
and priorities towards US immigration, employers hiring foreign nationals should
keep in mind the following: 

- More time/effort on immigration petitions: the drastic increase in requests for
additional evidence requires more detailed job descriptions and supporting evi-
dence to give visa petitions their highest chance of success. Work closely with
your immigration counsel to strategize the case from the outset and be prepared
to provide more documentation than previous visa petitions. 

- Visa Extensions are not assured: the repeal of a USCIS memo which granted
deference to prior adjudicators’ favorable decisions was repealed under the cur-
rent administration. Every case is now closely scrutinized, even for beneficiary’s
who have been issued the visa many times before. Get extensions filed at the ear-
liest time possible, most often six months in advance of the current visa petition’s
expiration. 

Immigration Tips for Employers Under 
the Current Administration

- Expect Site Visits: USCIS conducts site visits to worksites where foreign work-
ers are employed. Site visits are more and more common – ensure staff is pre-
pared to meet with fraud investigation officers, including receptionists who should
know where to direct the officer. 

- Get your I-9s in order: Form I-9, used to record the US work authorization and
identity of employees, is often incorrectly completed by staff. Repetitive errors
across a company’s I-9s can quickly lead to steep fines for employers. Conduct an
audit of your I-9s with assistance from employment or immigration counsel to as-
sess the quality of the I-9s, and whether any measures can be taken to ameliorate
errors before an audit from Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE). 

By Mitch Wexler, Managing Partner and Blake Miller, Associate, Fragomen Worldwide

Blake Miller is an Associate with
Fragomen’s Irvine office. Blake can be
contacted at bmiller@fragomen.com

Mitch Wexler is the Managing Partner of Fragomen’s
Irvine office. Fragomen, with 50 offices and 4,200 em-
ployees worldwide, is the leading
business immigration law firm in the
world. Mitch can be contacted at
mwexler@fragomen.com 
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